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SEVENTH WINTER SCHOOL (1979) 
IJarkoff property of generalized random fields 
D. Preiss, R. Kotecky 
This note t-rose from the discussions about the problem 
of characterization of Harkoff generalized Gaussian random 
fields posed by K. Schrader last year at this School. All 
the participants of these discussions contributed to the re-
sults of this note, especially the contribution of R. Hajek 
cannot be neglected. We learned that in the literature there 
is a lot of confusion and mistakes concerning Ldarkoff random 
fields. In this note we give two possible definitions of 
the Llarkoff property, study their relationship and on one / 
example we show which statements claimed in literature are 
not true. 
A generalized random field means here a linear and con-
tinuous mapping Cpfrom the real Schwartz space S)(Rn) into 
the space L-, (C1,-Z,M) of the (classes of) integrable real-valued 
functions on some probability space Kl^I,^). For each open set 
G C R n we define S O as the ̂ -algebra, generated by the set 
•[4v(f^^(t't11), suppfCG] and containing sets of measure zero. 
For arbitrary SClRn we then define 2Z(S)=P\ X « i ) . (1) 
G C S 
G open 
Remark: Other versions of the above definitions might be 
used- the intersection in (1) might be taken only over 
£ -neighbourhoods U^(S) of S ("sequential definition") and 
also,if <p is canonically represented, the condition that 
S(G) contains zero sets might be omitted. Resulting G-elge-
bras may differ depending on definitions adopted. 
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As an example v/e have: 
If GCR is open, let c4(G) be the <r-algebra on fltfft^) 
generated by all functions <Cf, v> with fe^fo) SUpp fC.G. 
Then /^\ A(G)9P\ Jc(U.(L)) for each line Lc.HR2. 
GDL £>0 fc 
G open 
This can be proved by taking a sequence \f .̂  of functions 
from 9.1 (R ) with disjoint supports such that: 
3f?=l for each i, 
^/supp f. is a closed set disjoint with L, 
every compact contains only finite number of supp f., 
diam(supp f.^)—>0 and dist(supp f.pLJ-^'O. 
Clearly A=fco|lim <f. , o > = l \ ^ P \ t A ( U p ( D ) and 1 &>0 
At jC= {B|o3feB => c^+^f ^h\Z>X tt<
2-(Jsupp f . , 0 0 utCG). 
1 * G2L 
G open 
We do not know any similar example in the case of 
*r-algebras containing zero sets. 
Y/e shall discuss the following two definitions of Uarkoff 
property: 
H 1: A generalized random field is said to be Hl-Jdlarkoff 
if K("v(51(G)) = liCvlSKG-i')) for every pair of sets 
.b'CGCU11, F closed, G open and for each X(^n-1?)-measurable 
bounded function v. 
ivi 2: A generalized random field is said to be l..*_-i..arkofi' 
if li(vIX(G)) = E(v|X(^G)) for each open GCK11 
and for each l̂(lin-G)-measurable bounded function v. 
Mote that the definition Ml uses only ©--algebras 2^) 
for open sets. 
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The relation between Ml and M2 is given by 
Theorem: A generalized random field is Ml-Llarkoff • 
if and only if it is M2-Morkoff and the following condi-
tion holds: 
(C) whenever FCGCB n,F closed, G open, then the smallest 
or-algebra containing "51(F) and 21(G-F) equals 23G). 
Proof; 
Ml =>M2 by a simple use of martingale convergence 
theorems. 
1*11 =v> (C) will be shown by proving that for each f^Q} , 
supp f C G , the function ĉ .-E (cj>̂  5C(G-F)) is ^\F) measur-
able; For each open IOF, IT CG, there are f^f^e.^ such that 
f=f1+fp, supp f-jCG-F, supp f 2CH. Thus 4^---H<^f|]E(G-F))= 
<TV -E(<fcp \!E.(G-F)) is 2(10 -measurable since 
2 2 '. , 
E(d>r |X (G-F) ) = E(chp\
,SlCH-F)) by I-ilo 
2 2 
£02 <£ (O => Ml : i f F C G C i r , F closed, G open end 
v ^L-,(51(f(n-F)), then E(vl2L(G)) can be by martingale conver-
gence theorems approximated in L-, by E(v\2-X-0) with II open, 
FCHCHCG. Hence i t suff ices to prove 2G-F) -measu rab i l i t y 
of E(vl^I (H)) . By (C) i t reduces to proving t h i s for v=w1w^ 
with w-,,Wp bounded and ^ (G-H) , 2J.H-F)-measurable, r e s p e c t i -
ve ly . But then ECw-jW^ 21(H)) = w ^ w - J ^ t t O ) = w2E (w^^LPl I ) ) . 
Example: The Gaussian generalized random f i e ld <£> on It 
with mean zero and covariance D(f,g) = \ [f (x)g(x)+f (x)g\x)]dx 
i s Liui-torkoff and i s not lil-karkoff• 
Proof; 
As 1) is exactly the scalar product of the aobolev space \,- » 
(of real lo a l ly abb lute ly co tinuous funct or f such that 
) [ f (x)+f* (x)J dx <oo ) , <£>can be continuously cxt nd^d to 
an isometry (denoted also by df>) from \r"»2 into I*.(Q9Z9K). 
Hence <$> i s the standard Gaussian process on \r9 . 
For VCW • denote ut(V) the or-al^ebra (containing zero 
se t s ) generated by {$«If^Vj • A simple consequence of formu-
l a s for moments of Gaussian processes i s that whenever 
V,WCW J are mutually orthogonal subspaces, then JWV) and 
JL(W) are independent. 
For SCR denote n ^ f e W ^ j f s O on R-s'] = {f€Y/1,2|supp f c s } . 
Obviously HQ= (~\ H,,. As \_J Hp i s a l inear space, HlrV J *Vi b GD>S u G3S u b G5S " 
G open G open G open 
and thus HP+ K^J HT i s dense in V/
1,2
0 We shal l use a con-
* GDS ^ 
G open 
sequence of this: If SCR and v is a bounded5jRi-mea3urable . 
function with E(vw-,Wp) = 0 whenever GDS is open and w-, ,ŵ  
are bounded ^(Hg), ^(HQ)-measurable functions, respectively, 
then v=0. It holds since uccording to a martingale convergence 
theorem v = E(v|5.L(R)) =• lim WvM^UUUJjCl-r))). 
GDS ° ** 
G open 
How we shall prove 2I(S) --• Jt(Hg)« 
X(S)I>JL(HS) is obvious. 
2l(S)CJtW-y) : if v is a bounded S.S)-measurable function 
with E(v[JL(H3)) = 0 and GDS, G open, w-^w^ bounded lAtH^), 
VA(HQ)-measurable functions, respectively,then 22(vw-^) s 
ECvw-̂ Etw,,) as vw,is IA(HQ)-measurable (for G open, O W H Q ) = 
*2.(G) )• Further L(vw1) = E(E(v IJlUlg)^) = 0, hence v = 0. 
If GCR is open, then H ^ = \6\ , hence X ^ G ) is tri-
v i r I/iarkoff prop rty of <-£> follows by indep n ^nc 
of 2 5 ) = c?k<%) and 2(Rn-G) = vACHpT^). 
AS «A(UI(-co Q ^ ( J M I ^ Q ^ ) ) ) is a nontrivial <5--al 
gebra independent of iA(H, ^ Q > ®--,/Q ©-o)) >
 t n e l a t t e r 
cannot be equal to 2T(llO* This implies that the condition 
(C) does not hold. 
Let us note some remarkable facts: 
hn often mistake in articles about generalized iAarkoff 
random fields is the statement that the condition (C) holds 
for all generalized random fields (see Lemma 1 in D O ) o r 
at least for ail Gaussian fields (see Lemma 2 in jjGl]K 
As shown by the Example even the latter statement is false» 
The Example shows also that the Theorem 1 from [KM] 
is false. The Gaussian field from the Example is clearly 
nonlocal, i»e. it does not fulfil the condition (A-,) from 
[KLfJ. Using the implication Lil => (C), instead of the Lemma 2 
from [KlvlJ the implication La =>locality may be proved. 
The problem^vhether locality of a Gaussian field (such 
that a dual field exists) implies some kind of Lforkoff pro-
perty ..is still open. The proof of the implication locality => 
I.i2 in LKItflJ is not correct (the proof of Lemma 8 contains 
the same mistake as that of Lemma 2). This difficulty may 
be overcome by taking the conclusion of the Lemma 8 of [KUJ 
as an additional assumption. One thus recovers the results 
announced in [l.ij stating that locality implies Lil under such 
an assumption. 
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